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	The comprehensive Wrox guide for creating Java web applications for the enterprise


	This guide shows Java software developers and software engineers how to build complex web applications in an enterprise environment. You'll begin with an introduction to the Java Enterprise Edition and the basic web application, then set up a development application server environment, learn about the tools used in the development process, and explore numerous Java technologies and practices. The book covers industry-standard tools and technologies, specific technologies, and underlying programming concepts.

	
		Java is an essential programming language used worldwide for both Android app development and enterprise-level corporate solutions
	
		As a step-by-step guide or a general reference, this book provides an all-in-one Java development solution
	
		Explains Java Enterprise Edition 7 and the basic web application, how to set up a development application server environment, which tools are needed during the development process, and how to apply various Java technologies
	
		Covers new language features in Java 8, such as Lambda Expressions, and the new Java 8 Date & Time API introduced as part of JSR 310, replacing the legacy Date and Calendar APIs
	
		Demonstrates the new, fully-duplex WebSocket web connection technology and its support in Java EE 7, allowing the reader to create rich, truly interactive web applications that can push updated data to the client automatically
	
		Instructs the reader in the configuration and use of Log4j 2.0, Spring Framework 4 (including Spring Web MVC), Hibernate Validator, RabbitMQ, Hibernate ORM, Spring Data, Hibernate Search, and Spring Security
	
		Covers application logging, JSR 340 Servlet API 3.1, JSR 245 JavaServer Pages (JSP) 2.3 (including custom tag libraries), JSR 341 Expression Language 3.0, JSR 356 WebSocket API 1.0, JSR 303/349 Bean Validation 1.1, JSR 317/338 Java Persistence API (JPA) 2.1, full-text searching with JPA, RESTful and SOAP web services, Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), and OAuth



	Professional Java for Web Applications is the complete Wrox guide for software developers who are familiar with Java and who are ready to build high-level enterprise Java web applications.
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The 3CX IP PBX TutorialPackt Publishing, 2010

	Traditional PBX systems have often been expensive and proprietary. With 3CX, you can now create an easy-to-use, complete, and cost-effective phone system on Microsoft Windows. This practical guide offers the insight that a reader needs to exploit the potential that 3CX has to offer.


	This practical hands-on book covers everything...
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Feedback Systems: An Introduction for Scientists and EngineersPrinceton Press, 2008

	This book provides an introduction to the mathematics needed to model, analyze, and design feedback systems. It is an ideal textbook for undergraduate and graduate students, and is indispensable for researchers seeking a self-contained reference on control theory. Unlike most books on the subject, Feedback Systems develops transfer...
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iMac Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Get to know the newest iMac, including OS X Mountain Lion


	Completely updated to cover the latest iMac, the new edition of this savvy guide is just what you need to get the most out of your cool new computer. Veteran author Guy Hart-Davis reveals all the best tricks and tips, as he shows you how to set up and customize your...
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Putin's World: Russia Against the West and with the RestTwelve, 2019

	
		
			From renowned foreign policy expert Angela Stent comes a dissection of how Putin created a paranoid and polarized world -- and increased Russia's status on the global stage.

		
			


			
				
					How did Russia manage to emerge resurgent on the world stage and play a weak...
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The Best of Wedding Photojournalism: Techniques and Images for Professional Digital Photographers, 2nd EditionAmherst Media, 2010

	Not that many years ago, wedding photographers
	were known as “weekend
	warriors; they were wedding photographers on wedding
	days and worked at other full-time jobs the rest of
	the week. The status of the wedding photographer—
	both among other photographers and the public at
	large—was very low. They were often...
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Text Processing in PythonAddison Wesley, 2003
Text Processing in Python is an example-driven, hands-on tutorial that carefully teaches programmers how to accomplish numerous text processing tasks using the Python language. Filled with concrete examples, this book provides efficient and effective solutions to specific text processing problems and practical...
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